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purchase a sufficient stock of cattle " *. A century earlier a
writer had deplored " the want of tenants with good stocks
to manage the farms they take " 2 ; and the growth of a class
of capitalist farmers seemed necessary in the interests of
scientific fanning. Moreover the large farm afforded greater
opportunity for some division of labour, whereas on a small
holding one man performed ten different operations in the
same day and acquired special skill in none 3. Nevertheless
the small holder was not without defenders. Kent, impressed
by his experiences abroad, condemned in 1775 " the destruc-
tive practice which has prevailed for near half a century back
of demolishing small farms ". He considered that agriculture
became ' the life of industry * and ' the source of plenty '
only when ' thrown into a number of hands '. He met the
argument that large farms needed less repairs with the
assertion that small farms paid in proportion a higher rent
to the extent of 15 per cent. ' at least '; and he maintained
that they furnished the markets with more pigs and poultry 4.
Kent also stressed the quality of the labour of the small
farmer 6 ; and it is now more generally recognized that the
most appropriate unit „ of production depends largely on
whether the nature of the produce demands concentration of
capital or intensive application of labour 6. The assumption
that large-scale production is always best in farming is based
on a fallacious analogy between industry and agriculture 7.
And further, even the critics of the small farm admitted that
it served as an agricultural ladder to give a spur to the
industry of the ambitious labourer 8 ; and though the small
1 Young, The Farmer's Letters (ed. 1768), 100 ;   Annals of Agriculture,
vii. 519, 523-
a The Grand Concern of England explained in Several Proposals (1673), 6.
3	Annals of Agriculture, vii. 519.    It was also maintained that large
farms provided more employment:    Clark, Agriculture of Herefordshire
(i794)> 74-75-
4	Kent, Hints to Gentlemen of Landed Property (1775), 205, 208, 212 ;
Kent, Agriculture of Norfolk (1796), 130.
5	Kent,  Hints to Gentlemen of Landed Property  (1775),  214.     Boys
admitted that small farmers raised  more produce of a certain kind :
Agriculture of Kent (1796), 32.
*	Levy, Large and Small Holdings, 200-204.
7 See the article by the present writer on " Agriculture after the War "
in The Fortnightly Review (1918).
*	Annals of Agriculture, vii. 516.

